
 
The (Melting) Snowball Challenge 
Due date:    Friday, March 2nd 

 
The Challenge :  To design and build a container that will keep a snowball cold and prevent it from 
melting.  
 
Materials : Wood, rubber, plastic, foam or just about any other material you can think of! 
 
Terms to know: Insulation, Freezing Point, Melting Point, Heat Loss, Degrees Fahrenheit 
 
Rules and Regulations :  
 
1. Your snowball must be fully contained within your vessel 
 
2. You must build your own container - no coolers, thermos’ etc. 
 
3.    Your snowball must remain intact from the morning on the due date when a snowball is placed 
inside your container, to the time that the snowballs are revealed during the Science Challenge 
Showcase. 
 
Things to think about: 
 
1. Many different materials can ‘insulate’ or protect an object from warm or cold air. Think about 

what materials your house may use to keep you  warm. 
 
2. Your snowball does not have to stay the exact same size and shape but it shouldn’t turn into a 

giant puddle of water.  
 
3.   What size will your snowball be? Do you think the size of snowball makes a difference as to how 
quickly the snowball melts?  
 
4. Snowball physics: best time to make a snowball is when the temperature is warmer than colder so 
you can weld the crystals together. Everyone knows that snow conditions are important for 
snowflake form and composition. The colder and drier the air the more plate crystals form, those and 
needle and column crystals which have few edges so slip off one another instead of packing 
together as do stellar crystals with many points. The traditional “snowflake” of ornaments and our 
imaginations are multi -pointed so pack easiest together to form a snowball. Of course, they also 
form when the air is slightly warmer and higher in moisture. (So don’t try to make your snowball after 
a dry cold snowfall unless you bring it inside to warm slightly). Welding happened with some melting 
and a lot of friction. 
 
5. If you make your snowball ahead of time just know that a snowball placed in the freezer will 
reduce in size over time through sublimation (when snow skips the melting  phase, and goes instead 
from a solid to a gas- this happens when temperatures are below the melting point of water) 


